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Use of comparative judgement (CJ) in assessment contexts is increasing. It has two main 
applications: as an alternative to marking and for maintaining standards (whereby grade 
boundaries in an exam are decided such that it is no easier or more difficult for a candidate to 
get a grade in the current year as in previous years). This paper concerns the latter.  
 
Currently, in England, standard maintaining involves the use of cohort level prior attainment 
data to suggest statistically recommended grade boundaries that retain the standard of 
performance at a grade from year to year. Judgement of actual scripts is involved chiefly as a 
check on these boundaries. This system has been criticised for not allowing for legitimate 
cohort level improvements in ability over time to be reflected. For this reason, Ofqual, the 
qualifications regulator in England, has taken an interest in methods that allow better use of 
judgemental evidence, such as CJ (Curcin et al, 2019). 
 
Recent technological developments including routine scanning of student scripts mean 
assessment processes are progressively moving to being digitally facilitated – something 
partially fuelled by the Covid-19 pandemic. This, and the digital implementation of CJ, have 
allowed CJ standard maintaining methods to be investigated. Standard maintaining using CJ 
involves judges comparing packs of two or more candidate scripts, with each pack containing 
scripts from both the current year and a benchmark year, to decide which candidate responses 
are better. Statistical methods are then used to process the results to determine the overall 
difference in difficulty between the two years’ papers (Benton, 2021). CJ has produced reliable 
and usable results as a standard maintaining tool (Benton et al, 2022). 
 
However, two central issues in CJ, perhaps under-explored, are “what processes do judges 
use to make their decisions” and “what features do they focus on when making their 
decisions?” Curcin et al. briefly discussed these, finding that judges in their pilot CJ exercises 
mainly judged scripts question by question, gave questions with more marks a higher 
weighting in their overall judgement, used missing responses as a differentiator of quality, and 
based their judgements on mark scheme requirements. No judges explicitly suggested they 
were re-marking scripts. Subject-specific features of candidate responses were important to 
judges, while, pleasingly, superficial features were seldom mentioned. 
 
We extend this discussion by reference to the outcomes of a series of OCR/Cambridge 
University Press & Assessment studies exploring the use of CJ for maintaining standards, 
conducted using in-house CJ software. Our contribution is to focus explicitly on what CJ judges 
are doing when judging, and what they attend to in their judgements. We therefore render 
more explicit some of the validity assumptions underlying both CJ, and standard maintaining 
more generally. 
 
We report results of both a study into the processes used by judges when making CJ 
judgements, and the outcomes of surveys of judges who have used CJ. First, using insights 
from observations of judges undertaking a CJ exercise on a physical education exam paper 
and their being asked to think aloud while they judged, we highlight the variety of processes 
used when making their decisions, including, encouragingly, comparative reference of scripts 
to each other, but also re-marking and question-by-question evaluation. Then we explore the 
self-reported views of judges from varied CJ exercises. Issues discussed include whether they 
were able to make holistic judgements and take into account differences in difficulty between 
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papers from different years, and what parts of papers or types of questions they attended to 
the most in coming to their judgements. 
 
From this, we develop a four-dimension model of the features that impact what judges attend 
to – the structure of the question paper, different elements of candidate responses, judges’ 
own preferences and features of the CJ task itself – and explore how these interact in complex 
ways to contribute to judge decision-making. 
 
We conclude by questioning, in light of these factors, whether the judgements made in CJ (or 
in the judgemental element of current standard maintaining procedures) are meaningfully 
holistic. Our insights, alongside those relating to the reliability and practicality of CJ, therefore 
challenge and complicate the issue of whether CJ should be chosen to replace the 
judgemental element of current standard maintaining procedures. This work therefore makes 
an important contribution to the discussion of the validity of this assessment process, made 
possible by emerging technology, and to discussions of how assessment is undertaken, and 
standards maintained, in the future. 
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